Abstract
"fast-growth direction" -align roughly with the Cu<100> in-plane directions, illustrating 23 explicitly the influence of the substrate crystallography.
24
While this symmetry analysis is useful as a phenomenological guide, it neglects many details of 25 the growth process. An exhaustive study that includes the relative in-plane orientation of the 26 graphene lattice is necessary to fully understand the significance of crystallography in this 27 growth system. Here low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) and diffraction (LEED) were 28 used to study graphene growth by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). In particular, we examined 29 the influence of the graphene lattice orientation on its fast-growth direction and moiré pattern.
Experimental methods

1
Graphene films were synthesized on 25-µm-thick polycrystalline foils (Johnson Matthey, 2 99.999% Cu, catalog #10950). The foils were annealed at 1000 ºC for 45 minutes in atmospheric 3 pressure Ar-H 2 in preparation for C deposition. Growth was performed in the chamber of a 4 LEEM (base pressure ~1 x 10 -10 Torr), where the requisite C flux was generated from an 5 electron-beam-heated graphite rod. The substrate temperature was monitored via a thermocouple 6 welded to the sample mount. Foils were heated to 960 ºC for 10 minutes and subsequently held 7 at 840 ºC for film growth. LEEM was used to continuously image the morphology of the sample 8 surface throughout C deposition. Post-growth analysis using selected-area LEED allowed the crystallography of the graphene 
Results
19
Anisotropic growth
20
We observed graphene to form polycrystalline, mostly 4-lobed islands on the Cu(001) surface.
21
Each island lobe is a single graphene crystal, with its long axis (i.e., fast-growth direction) of unit cell) the fast-growth direction is directly between a C<10> and a C<11> direction.
8
Any rotation away from alignment moves the fast-growth direction towards either the 9 C<10> or C<11> direction. A graphene edge that is perpendicular to a C<10> direction
10
(blue) has the armchair structure, while an edge perpendicular to a C<11> direction (red)
11
has the zigzag structure. The purple edge section is a mix of these two high-symmetry 12 edge structures.
14
For a graphene domain approaching perfect alignment, i.e., C<01>║Cu<110>, the fast-growth 15 direction is halfway between the two high-symmetry directions of the graphene lattice, C<10>
16
and C<11> (see Figure 2) . The graphene edge perpendicular to the fast-growth direction -that 17 is, the "fast-growth edge" where new carbon is being incorporated most rapidly -is similarly an rotations, fast growth is equally likely to be toward a C<11> or C<10> direction.
21
However, the majority of graphene domains that are misaligned relative to the Cu(001) 22 surface by more than 9º undergo fast-growth near a C<10> lattice direction. The orange (red, blue) circles in (c) and (e) are centered on Cu (graphene) diffraction while its neighbor (red outline) has a C<11> direction (red arrow) closer to its Cu<100> 28 fast-growth direction leading it to be zigzag-tipped. Coincidental Cu step-edge clustering 29 (dark ribbon above blue-outlined lobe) has distorted the C<10>-oriented lobe (blue), However, the ridge spacing observed by LEED is slightly smaller than predicted by the model.
6
The discrepancy is likely the result of a small dilation in the LEED patterns near the specular 
Discussion
12
We have observed that although graphene on Cu(001) undergoes attachment-limited, anisotropic We may also look to ambient-pressure CVD and seeded graphene growth on Cu (001) and C<11> directions. This evidence supports the conclusion that it is the change in edge 13 structure caused by a lattice rotation, and not the associated change in the moiré pattern, which 14 reduces the likelihood for accelerated growth along the C<11> directions. 
Summary
16
In summary, we have used LEEM and LEED to examine how the growth and structure of 
